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The structural and electronic properties of SiC-based two-dimensional (2D) crystals are studied by

means of density functional theory and many-body perturbation theory. Such properties cannot

simply be interpolated between graphene and silicene. The replacement of half of the C atoms by

Si atoms opens a large direct electronic gap and destroys the Dirac cones. Hydrogenation further

opens the gap and significantly reduces the electron affinity to 0.1 or 1.8 eV in dependence on the

carbon or silicon termination of the 2D crystal surface, thus showing a unique direction dependent

ionization potential. This suggests the use of 2D-SiC:H as electron or hole filter. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3679175]

The recent discovery of the first two-dimensional (2D)

crystalline nanomaterial, graphene,1 and its peculiar elec-

tronic properties lead to an explosion of scientific activity

(see, e.g., review in Ref. 2). Structural or chemical modifica-

tions make the 2D carbon (C) allotrope an ideal material for

nanotechnology.3 For instance, the fully hydrogenated gra-

phene, an sp3-bonded material called graphane, opens the

fundamental gap from 0 to 5.4 eV.4,5 The progress in prepa-

ration of graphene and its derivatives has generated interest

for its hypothetical silicon (Si) counterparts, silicene, and sil-

icane, i.e., a one-layer sheet of Si atoms arranged in a honey-

comb lattice6 or in an sp3-bonded hydrogen-passivated

system.5 The existence of atomic layers of sp2-bonded Si

atoms is still a matter of controversy, but it has been recently

shown to occur in silicene nanoribbons.7

Graphene planes can be prepared by SiC surface recon-

struction under C-rich conditions.8 Fourfold-coordinated

bulk SiC crystals exist in many polytypes which differ by the

C-Si bilayer stacking.9 Playing with carbon and silicon at the

nanoscale,10 SiC nanotubes,11 and nanowires12 have been

devised as promising candidates for hydrogen storage, nano-

electronics, and microelectromechanical systems. The SiC-

based nanostructures are expected to allow the combination

of ideas developed for carbon allotropes with the silicon

technology. The stability of SiC nanotubes13 has suggested

the possible existence of graphitic silicon carbide or, more

interestingly, of corresponding graphene-like SiC, the

“silicongraphene.” Total-energy calculations show the stabil-

ity of such sheets.14 Hydrogenation of these 2D crystals may

directly lead to graphane-like SiC, the “silicongraphane”

with sp3-bonding.

In this letter, we study the structural, electrostatic, and

electronic properties of 2D crystals made by pure and hydro-

genated stoichiometric SiC. We use density functional theory

(DFT) in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for

the geometry15,16 and Many-Body Perturbation Theory

within the GW approximation for the electronic quasiparticle

(QP) band structure.17,18

The total-energy optimization of silicongraphene yields

a flat honeycomb structure with two threefold coordinated

atoms, C and Si, in the hexagonal unit cell (Fig. 1(a)) similar

to graphene and at odd with silicene, whose stable configura-

tion is buckled. For the sp2 þ pz-bonded crystal silicongra-

phene, we find a bond length dC-Si¼ 1.79 Å, that is

intermediate between the C-C bond length in graphene of

1.42 Å and the Si-Si distance in silicene of 2.28 Å. The hy-

drogenation of each C and Si atom, keeping the 2D transla-

tional symmetry, leads to the silicongraphane geometry in

Fig. 1(b). All atoms are fourfold coordinated and, hence,

tend to be sp3-hybridized. There are two consequences: (i)

the silicongraphane sheet is slightly buckled, with a relative

displacement of C and Si atoms along the sheet normal

D¼ 0.58 Å, in between that of graphane (0.46 Å) and of sili-

cane (0.72 Å). (ii) All bonds are stretched. The length

dC-Si¼ 1.9 Å is known from the bulk SiC polytypes. The cor-

responding values for the homomaterial 2D crystals are

dC-C¼ 1.54 Å (graphane) and dSi-Si¼ 2.36 Å (silicane). An

important hint for the stability of free-standing SiC sheets is

given by their excess energy Eexc(2D-SiC)¼ [Etot(2D-Si)

þEtot(2D-C)]/2�Etot(2D-SiC), where Etot is the total

ground-state energy per unit cell of the sheets. They amount

FIG. 1. (Color online) Side (upper panel) and top (lower panel) view of sili-

congraphene (a) and silicongraphane (b). Large (large blue) circles represent

Si atoms, medium-sized (yellow) circles represent C atoms, while small

(small blue) circles stand for H atoms. The unit cell is highlighted.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

paola.gori@ism.cnr.it.
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to Eexc¼�0.02 eV for silicongraphene and Eexc¼ 0.28 eV

for silicongraphane: in the absence of hydrogen, there is no

gain in forming the SiC sheet with respect to graphene and

silicene, while hydrogenation makes silicongraphane

favorable.

Since silicane is a theoretically predicted but not yet

realized material, it may be useful to analyze the practical

realizability of 2D hydrogenated SiC by starting from a SiC

surface. We consider a slab of hydrogenated C-terminated

3 C-SiC(111) and calculate the energy difference [Etot

(SiC:H5bil_slab)þEtot(2D-SiC:H)]� [Etot(SiC:H6bil_slab)þEtot

(H2)]¼�0.15 eV, where Etot (SiC:H5(6)bil_slab) denotes the

total energy of a 5 (6)-bilayer 1� 1 SiC(111) slab and Etot(H2)

is the total energy of an hydrogen molecule. This suggests that

an hydrogenated slab of 3 C-SiC(111) in presence of hydrogen

can give rise to a stable 2D hydrogenated sheet of SiC. Of

course, a proper activation energy (not calculated here) should

be considered for the process to take place. The dynamical

stability of 2D-SiC:H has been theoretically investigated in a

recent paper by calculating the phonon spectrum of the sys-

tem.19 This further supports the feasibility of 2D-SiC:H.

The QP band structures versus high-symmetry lines in

the hexagonal Brillouin Zone (BZ) for silicongraphene and

silicongraphane are depicted in Fig. 2. The silicongraphene

band structure is significantly changed with respect to gra-

phene and silicene.20,21 Dramatic changes appear near the K
points for both pz- and sp2-derived bands. The pz-derived

Dirac cones present in the graphene and silicene band struc-

tures are completely removed. Due to the ionic character of

the bonds, instead, a gap is opened. Interestingly, as a rem-

nant of the zero gap at K in graphene and silicene, the SiC

sheet still represents a direct semiconductor, although with a

very large gap value of 3.7 eV which is only slightly smaller

than the indirect K!M gap (difference of 0.05 eV). Without

QP corrections, i.e., within DFT-GGA, silicongraphene is an

indirect semiconductor, although the two gaps K ! M
(2.56 eV) and K ! K (2.59 eV) are very close. Our QP gap

corrections are of the order of 1.1–1.3 eV, in agreement with

recent calculations.22

The hydrogenation of the SiC sheet with the sp3 hybrid-

ization of the group-IV atoms changes significantly the band

structure in Fig. 2(b). The disappearance of pz-derived states

leads to a further large opening of the gaps at K and M. The

sheet material is a direct semiconductor with a QP gap at C
of 5.3 eV. The QP effects are of the same order of magnitude

as in the non-hydrogenated case. Qualitatively, the QP band

structures are similar to those of graphane and silicane.5,23

Surprisingly, the fundamental gap of 2D-SiC:H is not close

to an average of the pure systems, but it approaches the value

of 5.4 eV found for graphane (for silicane, the gap is 3.6 eV).

This can be understood by the fact that in 2D-SiC:H, the

highest valence band is related to C atoms, while the lowest

conduction band to hydrogen atoms bonded to the C atoms;

hence, at least locally near the gap, the main electronic char-

acter is more “graphane-like” than “silicane-like.”

Both crystals, 2D-SiC and 2D-SiC:H, show levels in the

lower part of the conduction-band region which are built by

rather delocalized nearly free electron (NFE)-like states.24

The second empty band in SiC possesses such a NFE charac-

ter. In the case of 2D-SiC:H, the NFE states become more

important. They form the lowest conduction band. The char-

acter of the NFE states is clearly visible in the inset of Fig.

2(b). Noticeably, the maxima of the probability to find an

electron only occur at the carbon-terminated side of a SiC:H

sheet.

The findings for the electronic states, especially regard-

ing their distribution, have consequences for the electro-

statics and the escape of electrons. In the case of

silicongraphene in Fig. 2(a), the vacuum level evac appears

5.9 eV above the valence-band maximum at K, just between

the lowest pz and the second-lowest NFE conduction bands.

The large ionization energy of I¼ 5.9 eV correlates with the

small electron affinity of A¼ 2.2 eV. The electron affinity is

significantly lower than the one of the pure graphene and sili-

cene, for both of which A is larger than 4 eV.5

In the case of 2D-SiC:H, the asymmetry has a twofold

effect (see Fig. 3): (i) First, two vacuum levels appear, a

lower one in the range of the NFE band and a higher level in

the region of the lowest empty sp3 bands (cf. Fig. 2(b)). (ii)

Especially the lower level is related to a significant reduction

of the electron affinity to A¼ 0.1 eV, comparable with the

value of 0.3 eV found for pure graphane.5 The appearance of

FIG. 2. (Color online) QP band structure of silicongra-

phene (a) and silicongraphane (b). The top of the va-

lence bands is used as energy zero. The dashed

horizontal lines indicate the position of the vacuum lev-

el(s). The inset shows the wave function at C for the

lowest conduction band.
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two vacuum levels is a consequence of the sheet polarity,

i.e., the existence of a C-terminated and a Si-terminated side

of the SiC:H sheet. Their different properties are determined

by the different electronegativity of Si, C, and H. Figure 3

shows the presence of two vacuum levels by the plane-

averaged electrostatic potential V(z) through the unit cell of

the artificial superlattice used for the modelling of the 2D-

SiC:H crystal. Between the wells in Fig. 3 representing the

sheets, the potential V(z) exhibits two plateaus which can be

identified with the two vacuum levels. The lower (upper) one

is related to the C-H (Si-H) side in the supercell. Going

through a SiC:H layer, a dipole discontinuity of about 1.7 eV

occurs. This potential step is due to the sheet buckling D and

an effective electron transfer of Qe from the Si to the C

atoms but modified by the presence of partially ionized H

atoms. The effective electron transfer between Si and C

gives rise to a static dipole moment QeD parallel to the sheet

normal. More precisely, we have to study the electrostatics

of a four-layer system of differently charged ions, H�a, Siþb,

C�c, Hþd, which is too complex. According to Gauss law,

the discontinuity in the electrostatic potential in Fig. 3 can

effectively be given by DV ¼ 4pQe
esA0

D, where es¼ 2.03 is the

static electronic dielectric constant of the 2D-SiC:H sheet

arrangement (calculated within an independent-particle

approximation), and A0¼ 8.48 Å2 is the area of a lateral unit

cell containing one C, one Si, and two H atoms. This leads to

Q/es¼ 0.137 and finally to Q¼ 0.252, a much smaller value

than expected from pure ionic bonding arguments and,

hence, indicating a significant covalent bonding contribution

to stabilize the SiC:H sheet. The Q value is also smaller than

in bulk SiC.

The existence of the potential discontinuity through the

2D crystal sheet has profound implications for the modifica-

tion of the electron escape on both sides of the SiC:H sheet.

Due to the two vacuum levels, the ionization energy (elec-

tron affinity) of the C-terminated side IC¼ 5.4 eV

(AC¼ 0.1 eV) is by about 1.7 eV smaller than the corres-

ponding value at the Si-terminated side, ISi¼ 7.1 eV

(ASi¼ 1.8 eV). The differences do not mean that an energy

gain and hence a perpetuum mobile is possible by emitting

electrons from the C-terminated side and reabsorbing these

electrons at the Si-terminated side. The electron has to work

against the dipole field.25 Nevertheless, we emphasize that

the presence of an intrinsic dipole layer may have important

implications for electronic, optoelectronic, or photovoltaic

devices in which such SiC:H sheet crystals are used to form

heterostructures. In heterojunctions with one-and-the-same

(but also two different) material(s) on both sides, the band

offsets of electrons and holes can be tailored by the amount

of the dipole potential DV. In dependence on the orientation

of the 2D crystal, i.e., its polarity, such a polar sheet may

play the role of a barrier for electrons or holes. Conse-

quently, electron or hole filters should be possible to fabri-

cate by means of SiC:H sheets. Interestingly, similar effects

and applications of such dipole layers have been discussed

for organic layers in organic light-emitting diodes and solar

cells.26,27

Summarizing, we have discussed the electronic proper-

ties of pure sp2- and pz-bonded SiC sheets and their

corresponding sp3-bonded counterparts SiC:H after hydro-

genation. In silicongraphene, the ionic character of the C-Si

bonds opens the zero gap at the K points of pure graphene or

silicene. Hydrogenation further opens the gap with a mini-

mum at BZ center C. The lower part of the conduction bands

is determined by nearly free-electron states which allow a

free electron motion in a plane parallel to the C-side of the

sheet crystal. The corrugation of the SiC sheet after hydro-

genation yields a dipole layer. It leads to significant differen-

ces for the electron escape or capture in dependence on the

C- or Si-termination of the layer side. This effect makes

functionalized SiC layers very interesting for electronic

applications, e.g., as electron or hole filters. The deposition

of such 2D crystals may be possible on SiC and metal sub-

strates using chemical vapor deposition and an appropriate

precursor, e.g., monomethylsilane.
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